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Personal communications from
late Prof. Kh. Sadiq Husain

I am one of those a few lucky ones in the country whom late Prof. Kh. Sadiq Husain loved, admired 
and respected a lot which is evident from the personal communication which he addressed to me on 
April 1st 2024. He passed it on to his son Haroon who shared it with me through WhatsApp. After 
reading it, tears came to my eyes and I just could not control it for some time. I thought this personal 
communication was not less than an Award which I will cherish for the rest of my life. How lucky 
I am that such an eminent distinguished physician of the country had expressed his feelings for me 
which are reproduced below:

My dear Shaukat,
The date (April 1st when I 

am writing this letter) is a mere 
co-incidence. No one is fooling 
anyone in this World except oneself 
because the final result has yet to 
come.

I am just writing a short note be-
cause I have been seriously ill and I 

thought that the present time is appropriate to wish you and your family all the best and blessings for Ramadan 
and Eid. It will probably be my last note to someone I really respect and admire. You have done so much for the 
profession and especially in the field of scientific writing that it would take a book to recount. Now you have 
taken up another project “History of Medicine in Pakistan”- I am sure another Epic, wish you all the success.

I want to thank you for all your help, cooperation, encouragement over the years- only Allah can pay that 
back – now and in the hereafter. Amin. I have progressive cardiovascular disease. Best of luck.

Yours sincerely,
Saadiq 
I rang up Haroon Sahib and informed him that I will be visiting Lahore next month and would like to visit 

Kh. Sahib to pay my respects. When I went to Lahore I again rang up Haroon Sahib and asked him to arrange 
the meeting and also share the location of the house which he did. I went to see Khwaja Sahib on April 18th 2024 
and spent an hour with him. I expressed some of his feelings in a column which I later wrote in “Off the Record 
“which was published in May 1st , 2024 issue of Pulse Internaitonal.

The first personal letter which I received from Khwaja Sahib was in 1989 and he had some apprehensions about 
me. Keeping up the professional ethics, I published that letter (Verbatim without any editing) in the newspaper 
which perhaps he did not expect. But soon he came to know the real Shaukat Ali Jawaid and that was the turning 
point in our relationship. Though he used to ring me often and discuss certain issues and seek my opinion but 
sometime he will also write a personal letter. 

It was in November 2014 that he rang me up and said “Shaukat can I make a request”. I was a bit surprised 
and said, Khwaja Sahib, You can order why make request. If possible I will do what you say. He then said  ”it is 
my wish that you should write my obituary”. At this I told Khwaja Sahib that who knows who has to go first 
I or You. Secondly if alive I will write but I only know about your professional career as I have been observing 
you since 1968 or 69 but know nothing about your personal life. He said there is nothing sensational about my 
personal life. Later in a meeting which was followed by another personal communication, he shared some details 
of his personal life as well.

The next communication which I received was after he received copies Pulse International dated November 
15th, 2019 wherein I had analyzed and reviewed his autobiography “Reflections”. He forgot to mention the date 
on which he wrote this letter. It reads:

“I was overwhelmed after when I received twenty copies of Pulse International recently. I would have respond-
ed earlier but I had a bad fall and was confined to bed (still am). I don’t have the words to express my gratitude 
for your immense labour in virtually condensing the book (Reflections) in three pages of Pulse Internaitonal. As 
a matter of concern I wonder if anyone should bother to read the book after your review. But jokes aside apart 
from what was written you have even “filled in the blanks” whichever I had forgotten (the Quetta CPSP elec-
tions and the aftermath). Thank you again. After reading your review I have a sigh of relief at the thought that 
my efforts were worth the trouble and that some (however few) MAY benefit from the contents that in essence 
was the purpose of the book as I had no financial interest in it.  I pray to Allah that HE accepts it as an attempt 
to improve ourselves as professionals but more importantly as Muslims and even more as human beings and 
Pakistanis- Ameen.

To have “usurped” three full pages of your esteemed publication (Pulse International) was more than I could 
have dreamed about. Only Allah can repay that debt to you. I received the beautiful letter with similar comments 
from Gen. Mahmud Ahmed Akhtar (Rawalpindi) and pray it is accepted by the general reader who cares.

With renewed thanks for your time, labour and Space and prayer for you and your family.
Yours most sincerely
Sadiq

The next letter he wrote me was on December 18th, 2020 after he received my latest book on “Medical History- 
Written in Haste”.  It read

“My dear Shaukat     As Salamm O Alaikum  
I hope this finds you and the family in the best of health. I have received your gift of another memorable book 

of yours on “Medical History” and I am honoured to be included in your selected elite. It is a tremendous job 
done with a Herculean effort to have assembled so much information from so many – some of who are not even 
in the world.  Each has in his/her own way to the extent possible contributed to the advancement of medical 
education, medical practice, administration, public health, discipline etc., often against all odds. It is making 
fascinating reading, I haven’t finished it but it is full of inspiration. Congratulations for your effort. I am most 
grateful for your generous remarks and equally thankful for filling in some details in CPSP chapter which I hon-
estly say I did not know. I was so disgusted at that time with the whole sordid affair that I did not even bother to 
find out later what had transpired behind the “iron curtain”. I was even shocked to read a write up by General 
Mahmud Ahmed Akhtar Sahib in Pulse Internaitonal about the whole affair. (CPSP elections 1996). However, 
that is now history not worth recalling. Had I known it I would have reproduced that whole article in the book.

You must be wondering why I have sent you another copy of “Reflections”. There are two reasons.  The first 
one is the answer to your accurate observations about the repetition of a para in the book, we noted it too, and 
some punctuation and typographical errors. I hope no more remain, so we corrected those. Secondly I have added 
another small chapter titled “Real Success” of two three pages only. I felt it is relevant and the book is somehow 
incomplete without it in this day and age. Today there are many misconceptions and consequently misendeav-
ours about success in all professions and the medical profession is no exception. I thought you must have the 
complete and revised version. You will be pleased to learn that the Urdu version is almost complete. Since the 
book has a limited circulation, I wonder if you would consider giving space to that article the Real Success in 
Pulse Internaitonal – obviously if you approve and find it fit for publication.

With best regards – and remember you and your family are always in my prayers.  
Yours sincerely,
Sadiq

Khwaja Sahib was a regular reader of my column “Off the Record” published in Pulse International which is 
reflected in his letter which he addressed me on February 17th2022. It says

“My dear Shaukat A.O.A
I have been planning for weeks to write this letter but my wife’s sudden serious illness of cerebral hemorrhage 

totally disrupted everything. However, with Allah’s blessings and prayers of relatives and friends He has granted 
a miraculous recovery and now she is more than 90-95% better.

Thank you for your latest installments of Pulse. You know whatever I may or may not read in Pulse before till 
now I ALWAYS make it a point to read scrupulously “Off the Record”. It would be so advisable that the federal 
and provincial health ministers should receive not necessarily the entire issue of the Pulse Internaitonal but at 
least “Off the Record” which details “the immediate issues, problems, complaints, implications, consequences 
and suggestions and implementations of their responses.”

“At least it will give the politicians some idea of health problems and their possible solutions of which they 
have no clue. I am confident that any official worth his salt will at least know what he is up against and there are 
people prepared to help him(her) solve HIS problems and in the process help the common man.

I apologize for the untidy writing but you know age is catching up and may be this is my last communication 
to you in ink and paper.

With best wishes for you and your family’s health and happiness.
Yours sincerely, 
Sadiq

Prof. Kh. Sadiq Husain was the chief guest at the First National Conference on 
Medical Journalism organized by University of Health Sciences from January 
18-20, 2019. Photograph shows Prof. Javed Akram the then Vice Chancellor 
University of Health Sciences along with Prof. Kh. Saadiq Hussain presenting 

memento to Mr. Justice Shakirullah Jan the then President PM&DC.

Obituary Note

Prof. Khwaja Sadiq Husain
FRCP(Ed); FCPS(Pak) FCPS(BD) MAM(Malaysia)

(November 04th, 1926 ― June 09th, 2024)

It was in November 2014 that Khwaja Sahib rang me up and 
requested that after his death I should write his obituary. I 
am pleased to fulfill that promise which I made hence this 
obituary note. ― SAJ

He introduced fiber-optic endoscope services for 
gastrointestinal diseases in Mayo Hospital for 
the first time in 1974 and founded the Pakistan 
Society of Gastroenterology and GI Endoscopy

While talking to me during our last meeting on April 18th 2024, 
he reiterated that “Pakistan was choking with intellectual, 
professional, ethical, social, political, moral corruption.”

He believed Pakistan cannot stop quackery until 
we can offer a better alternative equally or more 
effective, cheaper, easily available and accessible

He became very religious during his posting at 
Multan. Was immensely impressed with Maulana 
Abu Bakar Ghazanvi and used to attend his Dars 
regularly. He was very particular about Haqooqul Ibad

During postgraduate training in UK he attended numerus 
courses wherein there was emphasis on clinical

practice & skills which was the mainstay of diagnosis

The best tribute which the HCPs who love, respect and 
admire him can pay to him is to start practicing something 
which he preached and practiced throughout his life i.e. 

honesty, integrity and upholding professional ethics

During last years of his life, Kh. Sadiq Husain was 
very sad & it pained him to see massive corruption 
and commercialization among the healthcare 
professionals which he named as “CC Virus”

King Edward Medical University organized a condolence meeting to pay homage to late Prof. Kh. Sadiq Husain recently. Photograph shows 
Prof. Mahmood Ali Malik, Prof. Mahmood Ayaz, Prof. Khalid Masood Gondal, Prof. Javed Akram, Prof. Majeed Chaudhry and Prof. Javed Raza 

Gardezi speaking on the occasion.

Prof. Kh. Sadiq Husain who was the chief guest in the Conference on Medical Journalism organized by UHS alongwith Prof. Javed Akram and 
Mr. Justice Shakirullah Jan presenting mementoes to Mr. Shaukat Ali Jawaid, Prof. Muhammad Aslam, Prof.Akhtar Sherin and Prof. Jamshed 

Akhtar in the inaugural session.

Prof. Kh. Sadiq Husain with some of his colleagues and friends photographed at a meeting held at his residence 
to discuss how to disseminate his autobiography “Reflections”. Prominent among those are Prof. Tanveer Zuberi, 

Prof. Mahmood Ali Malik, Prof. Javed Akram, Prof. Amjad, Prof. Khalid Masood Gondal and others.

Prof. Kh. Sadiq Husain with Lt. Gen. W. A. Burki founder of CPSP and 
few other CPSP Fellows.

From Prince nicknamed as 
BIJLI to the saintly figure late 
Prof.  Kh. Sadiq Husain had 
gone through different phases 
in his ninety-eight years’ life 
and he did a commendable job 
of describing all these phases in 
his autobiography “Reflections” 
honestly.  He had a full life and 
played his innings well, earned 
tremendous respect in the medical 
profession and the society at large 
and earned honorable retirement 
in 1986.  What is much important 
is that he tried to leave message 
at the end of every chapter of 
his autobiography. He was born 
on November 4th 1926. Son of 

a police officer in pre-partition 
days, he had the privilege of early 
schooling at English Boarding 
School in Dehradun. It was an 
elite school and he lived in Col. 
Brown’s Cambridge School which 
was meant for sons and relatives 
of Maharajas, Nawabs and Rajas, 
land owners and businessmen. His 
father used to call him Dr. Sadiq 
at young age as he was sure that 
he is going to become doctor. In 
this school the students used to 
be taught in English and Thinking 
in English. He practically learnt 
values like character building, 
ethics, fair play, integrity and 
honesty which were the basic 
objectives of education in those 
days. He had interest in sports 
i.e. Hockey, Football, Tennis and 
Cycling, Squash but in his later 
life he also started playing Golf. 
One of the lessons he always 
taught was “Don’t presume but 
always make sure” which pays 
rich dividends.

He joined Govt. College Lahore 
in 1943 and got admission in 
King Edward Medical College 
in 1944. It was his good luck 
that in those days’ teachers were 
more interested in teaching than 
the students. Attracted by the 
charismatic personality of Quaid-
e-Azam he joined Muslim Students 
Federation affiliated to Pakistan 
Muslim League.  Hence this 
provided him ample opportunities 
of meeting with Quaid-e-Azam. 
Quaid never talked to the students 
about politics but about their 
duties, responsibilities to the 
profession, character building, 

determination and service to the 
development of the upcoming 
State of Pakistan, honesty, integrity 
and patriotism.  His father a senior 
police officer in Indian Police was 
offered to continue as Inspector 
General of Police in India but he 
opted to come to Pakistan. The 
family boarded the last train from 
India coming to Pakistan for a two 
days’ journey with an overnight 
stay in Delhi. The Hindu driver 
refused to take the train further 
for fear of his life. Luckily a similar 
train of Hindu refugees arrived 
from Ferozepur, the driver was 
Muslim who also refused to go 
further. The Railway staff just 
switched the drivers and the trains 
moved on. The horror of the family 
ended when it reached Lahore in 
Pakistan.

In college days Prof. Kh. Sadiq 
Husain learnt the importance of 
punctuality, regularity organized 
distribution of time frame between 
work, rest, recreation, prayer and 

leisure which were routine. It was 
Col. Ziaullah who in King Edward 
Medical College used to call him 
“Prince.” As one of the two House 
Officers in the Ward, he used to 
administer intravenous injections, 
aspiration, lumber puncture. After 
graduation, he went to UK on a 
ship for postgraduate training and 

in those days this journey used to 
last for three weeks. He attended 
numerus courses in UK wherein 
there was emphasis on clinical 
practice and skills which was the 
mainstay of diagnosis.

On return to Pakistan after 
postgraduation, he got a job at 
Nishtar Medical College Multan. 
This city was famous for dust, 
storms and shrines of Saints. 
Though he was trained in Internal 
Medicine but he started his 
professional career as Assistant 
Professor in Pharmacology in 1954. 
Working with Prof. Nazeerudidn 
Ahmed he learnt his first lesson 
in dealing with students with 
kindness, friendliness but at 
the same time remaining firm 
disciplinarian.

On transfer to King Edward 

Medical College he was lucky 
to be posted with Lt. Col. Elahi 
Bakhsh who was Principal at that 
time who wrote a comprehensive 
book on Internal Medicine. In 
those days during training there 
used to be emphasis on clinical 

methods,  the art  of  history 
taking and a meticulous physical 
examination in a sincere effort to 
make diagnosis. It was believed 
that it is only clinical acumen that 
can guide the doctors to choose 
or avoid correctly whatever a 
particular investigation is required 
or not besides appropriate line of 
treatment. Pyrexia of unknown 

origin used to be the common 
diagnosis. Those were the days 
when there was emphasis on 
what the learner has learnt rather 
than what the teacher has taught. 

He attended a month’s course in 
medical education at Shiraz in 
Iran which used to be the WHO 
Collaborating Center for Medical 
Education for EMRO Region in 

those days. After attending that 
course he compiled a book of 
checklist of physician’s signs and 
symptoms in clinical examination. 
Here is a lesson for all those who 
love and admire him to follow in 
his footsteps and document after 
attending any conference, course 
but how many dare to do that 
remains a big question mark? He 

suggested in 1985 to the University 
Board of studies to have at least 
25% of questions in MCQs but he 
eventually failed to introduce it. 
He also had a habit of writing a 
small poem after every workshop 
he attended.

He started actively participating 
in the CPSP affairs and the 
elections held at Quetta during 
1992 proved eventful. When the 
result was announced Prof. Kh. 
Sadiq Husain and Prof. Luqman 
from Quaid-e-Azam Medical 
College Bahawalpur were eligible 
to be elected as President. The 
majority of the councilors in their 
wisdom decided to elect Prof. 
Luqman as President of CPSP. 
I had seen the whole election 
personally and was witness to not 
only what had happened before 
elections, during the elections and 
what was planned for the future. 
Few days after elections Prof. Kh. 

Sadiq Husain rang me up and 
asked “Shaukat have you seen 
and observed the elections and its 
result”. I replied Yes Khwaja Sahib 
and I also know what is going to 

happen next month which was 
surprising for Khwaja Sahib. He 
asked me what did I mean by that 
and would I like to explain him. I 
told him that Prof. Luqman won’t 

remain President next month and 
he is going to be replaced which 
was difficult for Khwaja Sahib to 
believe. On further enquiry I told 
Khwaja Sahib, as good physicians, 
you can predict the prognosis of 
a patient under treatment hence 
likewise we as journalist have 
our own observations and can see 
what might happen in the days 

about his religious obligations 
during and after his posting in 
Mulan. He used to take evening 
rounds. He was very much im-
pressed with Maulana Abu Bakar 
Ghazanvi Vice Chancellor of Isla-
mia University Bahawalpur. He 
used to attend his Dars regularly. 
He was very particular about 
Haqooqul Ibad.

He performed his first Hajj in 
1969 and in fact had the priviige 
of performing Hajj four times. 
He believed that we cannot stop 
quackery till such time we can 

to come.
When next month the college 

council meeting was called, Khwaja 
Sahib was surprised to see the 
agenda which included “election 
of new office bearers”. That was 
the time Khwaja Sahib rang me up 
again and said your diagnosis was 
correct. As the luck would have 
it, all the seven councilors who 
supported Khwaja Sahib refused 
to betray. What happened later 
is now a part of history.  When 
he eventually became President 
of CPSP and wanted to enforce 
financial discipline, he invited 
me for a meeting. We had lunch 
at Punjab Club in Lahore and 
discussed numerous issues to 
streamline the functioning of the 
CPSP and he thanked me for some 
valuable suggestions. 

On return from England start-
ed a new phase of his life and he 
became very religious and regular 

offer a better alternative equally 
or  more ef fect ive ,  cheaper , 
easily available and accessible. 
Like the children of all affluent 
class, Khwaja Sahib also had a 
reputation of driving too fast, 
got many Tickets for fast driving. 
Once he even struck his head 
against the windscreen firmly 
leading to subdural hematoma 
and repeat X-rays after few days 
revealed a hairline fracture, hence 
his message to his colleagues was 
that a follow up in any such head 
injury is a must.

He was a chain smoker. He 
told me that he started smoking at 
the age of twenty years on 4th No-
vember. He used to smoke almost 
forty cigarettes a day but he gave 

up smoking on July 20th 1969.  Prof.
Rashid Mian gifted him a whole set 
of Golf Clubs with bag and acces-
sories saying since he had retired, 
he should enjoy this wonderful 
sport. He won Trophy at the age 

of ninety years followed by another 
Trophy at ninety-two years of age. 
He was known among his students 
as excellent teacher, scholar, eth-
icist, humanitarian, preacher and 
the most influential teachers. He 
was elected as founder President 
of Pakistan Society of Gastroenter-
ology and GI Endoscopy when it 
was formed. He was proud of his 
students some of whom included 
Ayub Omiya, Khalid Fayaz Hash-
mi, Shahryar Sheikh, Arif Muslim 
and many others. He was known as 
an astute clinician, humble who al-
ways taught the students to rely on 
history and physical examination 
as investigations are only there to 
confirm the diagnosis. During our 
conversation in the last meeting I 
had with him on April 18thh 2024, I 
could see he was sad and reiterated 
what he often used to say “Pakistan 
is choking with intellectual, pro-
fessional, ethical, social, political, 

moral corruption.” He was deadly 
against postponement of examina-
tions and reported leakage of exam-
ination papers to Vice Chancellor of 
Punjab University personally but 
it had no effect. Once even Punjab 
Health Secretary approached him 
to facilitate and help his son pass 
the exam but on his refusal, the Sec-
retary got the examination center of 
his son changed to Nishtar Medical 
College Multan and got the desired 
result. He served as Principal of 
King Edward Medical College and 
retired on November 4th 1986. He 

believed in virtues of Verbal medi-
cine. He always used to discuss cost 
of treatment with the patient, likely 
side effects, would tell the patient 
approximate duration of treatment 
while handing them prescriptions 
which is unfortunately lacking with 
most of our healthcare profession-
als today. He always emphasized 
the importance of social prescribing 
since the number of people suffer-
ing from loneliness were increasing 
in Pakistan.

Educational & Academic career: 
Kh. Sadiq Husain passed Senior 
Cambridge from Col. Brown School, 
Dehra Doon India in 1942. Did FSc 
from Government College Lahore 
in 1944. He graduated from King 
Edward Medical College in 1949 

and earned Membership of Royal 
College of Physicians Edinburgh in 
1953. He was conferred Fellowship 
by Royal College of Physicians 
Edinburgh in 1965, by College of 
Physicians & Surgeons Pakistan 
in 1972. Bangladesh College of 
Physiains & Surgeons conferred 
fellowship on him in 1995 while 
he was awarded Membership of 
Academy of Medicine Malaysia in 
1995 and Fellowship by Pakistan 
Academy of Medical Sciences 
in 2003. He served as Assistant 
Professor at Nishtar Medical 
College Multan from 1954-1955, 
as Assistant Professor at KEMC 
from 1955-1964.  He was promoted 
as Professor and served at KEMC 
from 1964 to 1986.  He served as 
Principal of King Edward Medical 
College from 1981-1986. During 
his Principal ship he successfully 
brought five years MBBS course 
which had lengthened to seven 
years before he took over due to 
postponement of examinations, 
students strikes and delays in 
admissions. When he retired, the 
new admissions at KEMC was 
back on schedule. He introduced 
fiber-optic endoscope services 
for gastrointestinal diseases in 
Mayo Hospital for the first time 
in 1974 and founded the Pakistan 
Society of Gastroenterology and GI 
Endoscopy.

He introduced percutaneous 
needle-biopsy technique for 
liver and kidney biopsies in 
Mao Hospital first time in 1966. 
He helped establish the best 
department of forensic medicine 
at King Edward Medical College 
during his tenure. He was one of 
the pioneers of medical educational 
technology who introduced newer 
methods and innovations in 
teaching and examining students. 
The first department of medical 
education was started at KEMC 
during his tenure and his team 
conducted numerous workshops in 
other medical colleges to promote 
modern methods of teaching 
and examinations. He earned 
numerous coveted posts in national 
and international academic and 
administrative positons because 
of his knowledge, dedication to the 
profession and the high esteem in 
which he was held by his peers and 
senior colleagues. One of my best 
friends Prof. Mahmood Ali Malik 
another eminent distinguished 
medical personality was his student 

who always talks very high about 
his ways of teaching and training 
which always gave emphasis to 
mastering clinical skills. Despite 
all this, it was unfortunate and 
his misjudgment that he listened 
and accepted the suggestion of 
Governor Punjab Lt. Gen. Geelani 
and agreed at the last minute to 
omit the demand of upgrading 
King Edward Medical College into 
a Medical University at the 150 
years’ celebrations. Had he asked 
for it, Governor Geelani would 
have found it difficult to ignore 
and the King Edward Medial 
University would have been a 
much different institution today. 

Travel and Sports: He trav-
elled all over the world, was keen 
sportsman throughout his life and 
was Capitan of Hockey Team in 
1949, Member of the University 
Hockey Squad, second best Ath-
lete of KEMC in 1949, was College 
Colour holder in Hockey, Tennis 

Prof. Khwaja 
Sadiq Husain
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and Athletics. He excelled in cy-
cling and actively participated in 
Squash, Swimming and Boxing. 
He continued playing Golf in his 
early 90s. He had keen interest in 
literature and used to spend leisure 
time in writing Poems in Urdu and 

English usually on current topics 
of that time.

During our meeting in 2014, I 
dared to ask Khwaja Sahib about 
his personal life as well. There is 
nothing sensational about it he 
replied.  My parents belonged to 
renowned and influential families 
of Amritsar in India who migrated 
from Kashmir and were doing busi-
ness which was well established. 
I got married for the first time in 

1957 and had two children but 
unfortunately this marriage could 
not last long, we decided to part 
our ways “since our chemistry did 
not suit”. This was a very traumatic 
experience.  I got married second 
time in 1970 at the age of forty-three 
years and my wife was twenty 
years younger. She mothered two 
sons and a daughter. My children 
are married and doing well. Both 
daughters are also in USA married 
and have children. He was full of 
praise for his wife and remarked 

that “she is a truly versatile genius 
takes care of my responsibilities 
including my practice accounts, tax 
returns, travel arrangements, even 
trimming and shaping my beard”.  
I had met Mrs. Khwaja Sadiq Hasan 
at a few occasions but during my 
last meeting with Khwaja Sahib on 
April 18th 2024, I was surprised to 
see her walking with stick. On en-
quiry she told me that she suffered 
from severe covid, had stroke and 
the rehabilitation took some time. 
Now his son Omar is consultant 

physician in USA. Other son Ha-
roon started medicine but later 
gave up to join PIA a Capitan and 
Instructor. His youngest daughter 
Sahar completed her Masters in 
Counseling Psychology specializing 
in the treatment of OCD and Related 
Disorders. She has private practice 

in Manhattan, New York. Daughter 
from the first wife is surgeon in 
USA. He further added that he was 
sharing all this personal information 
with me to know these facts first 
hand so that when the time comes, 
you write an obituary note and then 

hastened to add that the time was 
approaching fast. 

He was fully prepared for his 
final journey. In his autobiography 
he wrote that “I am a traveler in the 
departure lounge of “One-way Air-
line” with a One Way Ticket to the 
unknown with my boarding card 
a baggage all accurately recorded 
loaded to accompany me to my 
destination. My only hand Baggage 
is Fear of His Verdict and hope for 

his Mercy”.
Apart from being founder Pres-

ident of Pakistan Society of Gas-
troenterology and GI Endoscopy, 
he served as President of CPSP, 
President of Pakistan Society of 
Physicians Lahore, President Pa-
kistan Medical Association Punjab 
besides Dean faculty of Medicine, 
University of Punjab. He also 
served as an Advisor and partici-
pated in numerous workshops held 
in Pakistan, Shiraz in Iran, Thailand 
in Bangkok, Geneva in Switzerland 

and Alexandria in Egypt. He also 
served as member of Pakistan 
Medical & Dental Council, Member 
Drugs Appellate Board, Member 
National Teaching Training Cen-
ter, Member Advisory Board to 
Pakistan Planning Commission 
and Provincial Coordinator on 
Medical Education. He authored 
the “Checklist of Clinical Examina-
tion” for medical students and has 
many scientific papers to his credit. 
Few years ago he published his 
Autobiography “Reflections” for 

which he gives all the credit to Dr. 
Tanveer ul Hassan Zuberi former 
President Pakistan Islamic Medical 
Association (PIMA) and Head of 
the Dept. Of Radiology at Services 
Institute of Medical Sciences.

He has been working as honorary 
consultant at Hijaz Hospital Lahore 
on regular basis from 1999 to 2014. 
He was Patron of Pakistan Islamic 
Medical Association (PIMA).  
During last ten years of his life, 
whenever he got an opportunity 
to speak at any medical event, he 
always talked about medical ethics 
which was another reason of my 
so close association with him as 
apart from Medical Journalism, 
Medical Ethics is very close to 
my heart and I keep on writing 
about it much to the displeasure 
of a vast number of healthcare 
professionals and particularly 
the office bearers of professional 
specialty organizations.

Awards:  He received Life Time 
Achievement Award from King 
Edward Alumni Association of 
North America in 1985, by KE fac-
ulty in 1986, by Pakistan Society of 
Gastroenterology and GI Endosco-
py in 1997. Earner Gold Medal from 
Tehreek Pakistan Workers Trust 
for meritorious services in 2003, 
Lifetime Achievement Award by 
Ministry of Health Government of 
Pakistan in 2006 besides Lifetime 
Achievement Award by Kh. Safdar 
Medical College Sialkot in 2014. 

He passed away peacefully on 
June 9th 2024. He was suffering 
from a progressive Cardiovascular 
disease. His Nimaze Jinaza was led 
by his son Nasim Khwaja. at his 
residence since many females in 
the family wanted to join Nimaze 
Janaza. It was largely attended by 
members of the medical profession 
including present and former Vice 
Chancellors of Medial Universi-
ties, Deans, Principals of Medical 
Colleges, present and former fac-
ulty members of various medical 
institutions. King Edward Medical 
University also organized a well-at-
tended condolence meeting for late 
Prof. Kh. Sadiq Husain.  Prof. Shoaib 
Shafi President CPSP also joined 
through video link. Speakers paid 
rich tributes to late Prof. Kh. Sadiq 

Husain. However, the best tribute 
they can pay him is to start practic-
ing what he preached and practiced 
throughout his life i.e. honesty, in-
tegrity and upholding professional 
ethics. Despite having such a close 
relationship with Khwaja Sahib, un-
fortunately I have never met any of 
his children. He did invite me to the 
marriage of his youngest son and 
I flew from Karachi to attend that 
reception held at Pearl Continental 
some years ago. May Allah Pak rest 
his soul in Jannah. Aameen.


